
330-1453 AD

The Byzantine Empire 



Rise of the Byzantine Empire 

 Roman Emperor Constantine moves 

the capital from Rome to eastern 

city of Byzantium

 Western half of old Roman Empire 

falls into “Dark Ages” & the empire 

collapses

 Eastern half of Roman Empire 

becomes Byzantine Empire



The New Roman Empire 

 Still thought of themselves as the Roman Empire

 Official language would switch from Latin to 

Greek 

 Very rich and wealthy empire





The Golden Age of Byzantine 

 527 AD Emperor 

Justinian takes power 

 Not popular at start of 

his rule

 Serious emperor who 

worked from dawn to 

midnight

 High taxes

 Cold, not very likeable



Empress Theodora 

 Strong advocate for 

woman’s rights.

 Smart & powerful

 Helped her husband 

ruled effectively



Justinian Code 

 Formal Code of law that 

Governed the Empire 

 Legal code from Justinian era till end 

of the Empire

 A improved version of Roman 

Law (removed out-dated laws)



Significance 

 ***Justinian’s Code would become the basis for 

European law in the future***

 Was used for 900 years after his death



Hagia Sophia

 Justinians’ most splendid building

 Christian church later taken by the Muslims

 Built in 530



The Hagia Sophia 

Outside Inside 



Expansion by Justinian

 Starts expansive military campaign 

Temporarily regained control over much of the 

old Roman Empire

Would eventually be lost again over time



Byzantine Empire under Justinian
Control over these regions would not last long after Justinian's death 



Building Program

 City protected by a deep 

moat, and three walls

that were 25 feet thick

 City coast was 

surrounded by a 14-mile 

stone wall

 Walls kept city from falling 

for another 1000 years 

after their construction



Theodosian Walls
Had three separate walls set up in layers to protect the city from invaders  



Location

 Water on three sides

 Located on a strait 

connecting Black Sea 

and Mediterranean    

 Key trading location 

between Europe, 

Africa, and Asia

 Empire named after a 

Greek city



Society

 Cultural Tradition from 

Greeks  

 Speak Greek instead of Latin

 Interaction with other groups 

because of trade

 Merchants from all over the 

world traveled thru 

Constantinople

 Society began to reflect Greek, 

Roman, & other cultures



Trade

There was a giant open-

air market where 

shoppers could buy 

-Tin from England

-Wine from France

- Cork from Spain

- Ivory and gold from 

Africa



Learning

Families valued education

Sent children to monastic or public 

schools

Hired private tutors

Greek and Latin grammar, philosophy and 

rhetoric

They preserved Greek and Roman 

great works



Government

 The eastern emperors had more power than the 

west.  Like to show off their power. 

 Emperor was head of the church & a political 

ruler.

Claimed authority over religious decisions within 

his empire 

Byzantines viewed Emperor as decisive voice in 

Christian governance, and practice



Religion

 Christianity was central to the 

lives of the people

 Nearly everyone was a 

Christian.

 Byzantine Emperors often 

conflict with Pope

 Pope claimed a Emperor had 

no authority to deal in issues 

of the Christian church 

 Many religious works of art: 

mosaics & Hagia Sophia



The two Churches 

Roman Catholic Eastern Orthodox

 Services Conducted in 

Latin

 Pope has authority over all 

bishops

 Pope has authority over all 

kings and emperors

 Priests can not marry

 Services Conducted in 

Greek

 Patriarch and other bishops 

head the church

 Emperor has authority over 

Patriarch 

 Priests can marry 



Decline of the Byzantine Empire

 Black plague hit Empire during Emperor 

Justinian rein around 540 AD

Killed large percentage of population 

 From the Start of the Empire it was under 

constant attack 

Over time Empire lost more and more 

territory 



Byzantine Empire At the End



Byzantine and Roman Empires
Byzantine Empire Roman Empire

 Capitol: Constantinople

 Spoke Greek

 Education religion based 

 Art emphasized  holiness 

and spirituality

 Eastern Orthodox 

Christian 

 Fixed

 Capitol: Rome

 Spoke Latin

 Education science based 

 Art emphasized beauty and 

physical appearance

 Roman Catholic

 Expansive


